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Warwickshire LPC Meeting Minutes 20th November 2018 (closed) at Citrus Hotel, 

Ryton-on-Dunsmore, Coventry 
 

 

Meeting open at 10.00am. 

Declaration of Interest circulated and signed.  

Minutes – previous minutes to be kept as closed. 

1. Finance Report – RM 

2) Team Day Feedback 

Break for Lunch 

3) SK update 

- A lot of national initiatives – IPMO -  integrated pharmacy to meds optimisation, system wide 

leadership in every STP – the paper does not mention community pharmacy. 

- Now getting community pharmacy involved. IPMO – SK is promoting potentially how NHS will work 

with Pharmacy in the suture. 

- Integrated care systems – way in which healthcare will be delivered in the future, it is a key 

message. 

- Medicines Value Programmer: Midlands and East are thinking of other things of value and costs, 

why not use the last person in the supply chain who sees the patient. Trying to work on integrating 

pharmacy into CCG pathways, however, CCG’s have certain historical issues with Pharmacies. 

- Health Education England have been given funding of £66,000.00 from Public Health England to run 

a project to improve identification of patients with hypertension. The business case to the BHF was 

unsuccessful but PHE want to use community pharmacy to identify hypertension patients.  

- AF: East Midlands are upskilling GPs.  

- PH Campaigns – problems are being reached because they are not implemented. Could potentially 

use VO or ask for compliance with training for PH. CHS have offered ‘Campaign in a box’ idea. £10 

per pharmacy per campaign. SK would support and be happy to use the budget but there are a lot of 

hoops to jump through. The £10 includes delivery, questions around who should pay though. The 

committee discussed this and noted that public health campaign material can’t be passed onto 
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Contractors which is a shame because campaigns show great value. All members agree that 

Contractors can’t pay for this. FL added that NHS should pay or Public health.  

- Shared learning discussed – information on errors never shared across different areas, there may 

be a group set up in the NHS to deal with this.  

- Integration Event – poor turnout. SK thinks that invites were sent to the wrong people. Building 

local networks is very important, knowing which the correct stakeholders in local areas are – it is 

such a complex landscape.  

4) Localities  

Draft localities were discussed, align to geographies. Office will eventually split Contractor list into 

these. NHS geography is changing into these localities for GPs and at the moment Pharmacy does 

not link in, but it needs to. It is the way surgeries are now working together. 

Member assignment: 

South Warwickshire: 

- Alcester N and W = SG 

- Central and Southam = AM 

- Warwick and Kenilworth = CE 

- Leamington = TF 

- Stratford = SG 

North Warwickshire 

- Cluster A = SK 

- Cluster B = MMO 

- Cluster C = BH 

- Cluster D = DL 

- Cluster E = FO 

This works best if the member works with a group of pharmacies in that area. Can call contractors to 

meetings on certain topics if LPC cannot attend. The key message is giving a good briefing with the 

expectation that a contractor is representing the LPC, not their own pharmacy. The committees 

discussed the difficulties around this, could potentially go in a pair to begin with, could also be an 

office member. Maybe look into a formal way to deputise and prepare a temporary confidentiality 

agreement.  

Break for working groups. 

Working group split: 

Brief for marketing: FL, MO, SK, AM and BH 

Discharge service group: CE, SG, FO, TF, DL  

Noted the importance of the discharge service as there is genuine interest from hospitals. 

Discharge Service:  

- Worked up in previous working group meeting 

- Approached by Warwick Hospital 
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- There is a bounce back of patients, suggested to discharge to pharmacy to prevent 

happening, with medicine management.  

- 5-tiered discharge service.  

 

*Need to clarify PO licence (if LPC pay can share out or will hospital pay) 

*Target readmittance and certain Wards 

*NHSD – IT infrastructure – would they fund or support. 

Questions around engagement – would need to send expression of interest and provide training. At 

the Hospitals end it would need to be local GP patients.  

Fees for pharmacy discussed – The Hospital cannot fund but pharmacy would potentially gain an 

MUR. Pharmacy are already providing this service in an ad hoc way anyway. NMS could also be 

utilised.  

Time scales were discussed – April moving forward: 

- Meeting with Chief Pharmacist 

- Need to stress that patients take their script to Pharmacy 

- NMS could be over the phone with consent 

- Hospital get consent for NMS on PharmOutcomes.  

- Members agreed that Tier 2 is already being done. 

- Best not to start in latter part of year as it might saturate MUR’s 

- Tier 4 and 5 would have to be fee driven. 

- Hospital can commission pharmacy 

- Hospital want Tier 3 

 

Adept Update: 

- Only 8 participants  

- Now digitally available 

- Coventry Uni almost pulled out, so will not deliver any more sessions but problem now 

sorted. Other STP’s will get the digital as well. BGTS monitoring module on ADEPT show 

CCG’s as an accreditation.  

AM is looking at a case study. TF commented that she thinks the training is good and Vinod is 

exceptionally good. She noted that it has given her a lot more confidence talking with Doctors and 

patients about diabetes.  

SK explained that Coventry Uni asked to use ADEPT. The biggest problem for diabetic patients is 

more amputations. Community Pharmacists could perform foot checks. Vinod brings it all together 

but needs more people. CPWM talked about ADEPT – thought Coventry Uni would sort out all areas. 

Noted there has been some trouble with links sent out.  

SK noted that the original memo with Coventry Uni was to run 4 sessions per STP. TF they run 

digitally there will be less face to face but could do a wrap up sessions, although funding would be 

needed.  
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Action to roll out to Coventry and Warwickshire again. Want 80 – 100 Pharmacies – 4 sessions 

funded when digitally available – access for all for free – just have to go online and register.  

There is the problem of no link to commissioned service but need to demonstrate to the CCG and 

show this Clinical competence. Sign up to digital training will be popular. SK added that he would 

love for the LPC to lead and cascade out and maintain a register. TF added that she has gained a lot 

of knowledge from the course.  

 

5) AOB: 

CE explained problems that she has been having with NHS digital and auto printing EPS. The LPC 

discussed issues with messages written by doctors on scripts and what can and cannot be seen when 

printed.  

AM raised that GP’s are telling patients to order from pharmacy – roundabout referrals back to 

pharmacy. Asking to order items that they don’t even know they are prescribed. SK noted that is 

when SCR needs to be used. FO noted there is an issue with Manor Court. SK added that he likes 

POD, dispensers are dispensing, and his pharmacy have not lost prescriptions. MO added that 

Solihull POD has saved his business £15,000 in staff costs in a year. Have to hound POD to make sure 

nominations are fair.  

 

Meeting closed 3.40pm 


